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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE CONDUCTIVITY
OF PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS

J. B E N E Š , A. FOftT, K. VACEK _
Institute for Nuclear Research ot the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics of the Charles University Prague

INTRODUCTION

Attempts explaining the origin of the latent image in sensitive photographic layers often discuss the close conjunction of processes (electronic
and ionic) present during the formation of the latent image with those
concerning photoconductivity or luminescence in the same materials. It
is therefore possible to presume that a mutual connection exists between
the so-called photochemical sensitivity of the photographic layer on one
hand and photoconductivity or luminescence on the other. This is so,
because that part of the photoelectrons which will participate in the formation of the latent image [1] cannot take part in e. g. luminescence and at
the same time will influence, depending on the sensitivity of the layer
(i. e. depending on the number and energy levels of the active trapping
centres for photoelectrons in silver halide crystals), the size and course
of the growth of photoconductivity of a definite photographic layer. Similar
questions were studied by VACEK [2] and lately analogical problems are
studied by GROSS [3].
This work studies the connection between the photochemical sensitivity
and the course of the total conductivity (electronic and ionic) in the dark
and under illumination for different photographic materials.
E X P E R I M E N T A L PART

The measurement of conductivity was made by a direct current method
at room temperature. The illuminating apparatus, which was placed on
BOUCEK'S optical bench, consisted of a sensitometric lamp of defined spectral
distribution, a condensing lens with a stop, a slit and convex lens. The
sample holder was placed on the same bench and therefore the light from
the optical system fell directly on the sample. Two nickeled electrodes were
in contact with the sample and were connected by a coaxial cable to a
direct current amplifier (of high input resistence) which in turn was con90
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nected to a galvanometer with an Ayrtone shunt. The light ray from the
galvanometer was automatically registered by a kymograph and the course
of the curve was controlled by observing the meter of the amplifier or by an
oscilloscope. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1.
Two types of photographic layers were used for the conductivity measurements: comercial light-sensitive material and laboratory prepared
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Fig. 1 . 1 . source of light on BOUCEK's bench; 2. condensor lens with a stop; 3. slit (Spindler &
Hoyer); 4. convex lens; 5. sample holder; 6. DC amplifier Knick; 7. Ayrtone shunt (Metra);
8. galvanometer with a small time constant (Hartmann & Braun); 9. kymograph (Zlidin); 10. projection lamp; 11. low speed oscilloscope OPD-250 (Tesla).

nuclear emulsions. All materials were prior to measurement kept at 58 %
relative humidity.
The determination of the light sensitivity was made by exposure in
a FSR 4 sensitometer and all the materials were developed in the same
manner by a method used for the determination of sensitivity to the total
radiation effect in nuclear emulsions [4].
R E S U L T S AND DISCUSSION OF MEASUREMENTS

Fig.
which
shows
ample
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2 shows the characteric curves of these photographic layers for
Table 1 gives conductivity measurements results. The table only
typical cases from a series of measurements. Fig. 3. shows an ex-^
of the registered curves.

From the measured curyesLwe evaluated the ratio of the maximum
values of conductivity in the dark fa) and at constant illumination fa).
The sample was illuminated symetrically, between the electrodes by the
sensitoftietric lamp of 450 W from a distance of 0.79 m.
From the experimental procedure it is evident that the measured course
of the curves includes the influence of small irreversible changes caused
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Fig. 2. Characteristic curves for difierent .photographic materials. Curves: 1 — gradual-ortho
Foma; 2 — Dia U Foma; 3 — nuclear emulsion sensibilised with gold; 4 — unsensibilised nuclear
emulsion.

by electrolysis and space charge, All pairs of measurements were therefore
made on separate .samples. At the same time it is necessary to mention
the fact that for the measured dependences these*inaccuracies did not
fundamentally influence the reproducibility of our results because the
icurves,(il9 i2) are evaluated differentially*
It is necessary to note that all the nuclear emulsions have a small sensitivity to light. According to KARTUZANSKIY [6], this fact can be attributed
to the size and topography of sensitive centers in AgHal. crystals and to
the so-called F-centers. Our opinion is that the experimental material
necessary for a precise explanation of the effect is not yet sufficient. For
the interpretation of our results, however, it follows that the nuclear and
light sensitive results must be discussed separately. It was found that for
each type of the used photographic material the found connection between
the conductivity of the photographic layers and their sensitivity to light
is analogous.
By comparing the values from Table 1 and the course of the characteristic
curves in fig. 2 it is evident that for each type of photographic material
the higher sensitivity corresponds to the higher value of the ratio between
the total conductivity in the dark and under illumination. This result can
be quite easily explained. The measured conductivity in the photographic
layer at room temperature consists of electronic (or photoelectronic) and
ionic (mainly intersticial silver ions) constituents. The higher the sensitivity
133

Fig. 3. Curves showing the rise in conductivity for photoemulsion Ortho-gradual (A) and AgCl
single-crystal (B) in the dark (1) and under illumination (2).

of the photographic layer the higher the concentration of the deep trapping
centers in silver halide crystals i. e. after illumination of the photographic
layer most of the freed photoelectrons are trapped. The trapped photoelectrons on the trapping centers attract intersticial silver ions and neutralise them: Ag<£ + e-_>Ag 0 . Apart from that, part of the electrons are
trapped on shallow trapping centers or may nonradiatively recombine
with holes. The conductivity under illumination is lower in comparison to
conductivity in the dark, for the number of Ag0 ions which can take part
in the conductivity is lowered for the above reasons.
In materials of low sensitivity, where the concentration of trapping
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centers is much lower, most of the photoelectrons are not trapped. This
. means that for a time they can take part in the conductivity (before they
nonradiatively reoombinate) and therefore the conductivity of the layer
rises under illumination. That is why the ratio for these materials is less
than one.
All these considerations confirm the measurements of conductivity made
on pure AgCl single-crystals, where the concentration of trapping centres
in comparison to the photographic layer is a minimum. That is why the
ratio is smallest for these pure crystals as is shown in Table 1.
The conductivity measurement of a fogged photographic material
(D0 > 3) was also made. The result of the measurement is interesting
because the ratio was less than one in all cases.
Table 1
Phot. material
Light sensitive emulsion

Remaгks

*i/-i

Gгadual-oгtho
Foma
Dia U Foma

6
6
2.3

Nuclear emulsion

sensibilised

3

Nuclear emulsion
AgCl single-ctrystal

unsensibiïised

0,8 в
0,4 7

17/10 DIN
3°Sch
em. sens. with gold
0.4 x 10-* M AuCl,;
2
0,5 x 10~ M NaCNSfoг
1 mole of Ag;
tц =-= 5 hrs at 45 °C
tц = 5 hrs at 45 °C
cŕystals pгepaгed
according to 5

The study of the connection between conductivity and sensitivity of
photographic layers is continued because these measurements could have
practical applications. By ascertaining the correlation b6tween the measured
quantities it would be possible to use the measurement of conductivity as
a fast control method in photographic industry.
The authors would like to thank Mr. J. MOKREJS for the construction of
the sample holder, Mr. K. HOFMANN for the measurement of the sensitometric lamp and Mr. F. Kundrat for reproducing the figures and graphs.
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CONCLUSION

The analogous course of the photochemical sensitivity of light-sensitive
and nuclear emulsions and their conductivity in the dark and under
illumination was ascertained.
O VODIVOSTI FOTOGRAFICKÝCH EMULSI
Byl zjištén analogický průběh mezi fotochemickou citlivostí světlocitlivých a ja
derných emulsí a jejich vodivostí za Jmy a při osvětlení.
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